
IEW WRITING REVIEWS

Hi everyone! I've had a ton of requests to do a review for our homeschool writing curriculum. We've been using the
Institute for Excellence in.

My girls and I are having so much fun. A love for written expression is a need for all children. Levels B and C
are available for higher grades. Much better than how they are currently teaching this in the public sector. The
one thing I did not enjoy about the videos is that they were recorded from a live lecture to a classroom. I have
seen this in my two students as well. Why didn't I listen to my homeschool mom friends sooner? IEW teaches
a structured, somewhat formulaic method of writing. Well worth the investment. So far, I have graduated 2
from high school and have 4 more coming up the line. His teaching experience is very evident as he identifies
and deals with problems that tend to crop up for both teacher and student. Pudewa is exceptionally engaging!
Thank you, Andrew and Janet. The video lessons make the assignements clear and the checklists help the
student keep track of his progress. We have used it for 3 years now. I also like that this program builds
vocabulary and dictionary skills as well. They keep me reviewing and keep me focused. DVDs include
subtitles in either English or Spanish. The IEW program is meant to be something that evolves slowly. We ve
officially been using the curriculum for a solid 6 weeks and I love it! The pieces are finally fitting together
with spelling, writing, and grammar. Unit 5 includes writing from pictures. The first edition of Pudewa's
TWSS seminar, which has been available since , has brought success to many families. This takes away the
urge to stop and erase and make the writing perfect the first time. We use the advanced grammar sections
suggestions. Note that you can pair this with their Teaching Writing: Structure and Style , which is a hour
DVD Seminar for teachers and much more comprehensive. IEW really makes your writing more
sophisticated. The new series is very similar to the old series, but is filmed at a much higher quality, with
clean audio and is very pleasant to sit through. His teaching style is also clear, engaging and humorous and the
young people are interested in the rest of the program. Their knowledge and ability has exploded with this
program. Truly fun times in our learning! Several factors played into our decision: IEW offers a solid,
systematic approach to writing that we felt would be good for Brianna. It took weeks to arrive and I received a
box of hula skirts in its place. I am using this with my 2nd grader and kindergartener, though right now we are
keeping it pretty casual. Instead, they concentrate on structure and style. Grammar this year as part of their
homeschool curriculum. And in the end, we are unequivocally pleased with what we are getting. Many people
say that the secret to getting kids to write is to let them write whatever they want, and you can even take
dictation for them, if you want. I found myself pulling my hair out and the children becoming frustrated
because I could not break the steps down into learnable pieces. I was told to try IEW but the price scared me
since I wasn't sure it would work. We look forward to learning what happens next while learning a ton about
the parts of speech. The kids learn quickly and retain that knowledge.


